INSTRUCTORS
Managing Director/Co-Owner

HOURS

RATE

Vera Williams-Dantzler

40 minutes

$45.00

1 hour

$65.00

Artistic Director/Co-Owner

1.25 hours

$75.00

Kathalene Taylor White

2 hours

$123.50

3 hours

$175.00

Unlimited

$215.00

JUST DANZ!!

TUITION

Ballet

DanzHouse was founded in August

Yolanda Irby

2008. Owners Vera Dantzler and
Kathalene Taylor-White established

Tuition is automatically with-

Tap

DanzHouse as an outlet for students

drawn on the 5th or 15th of

Jamie Dunham

and parents who are looking for

each month. Tuition is delin-

Krystal Singleton

new, exciting, and innovative

quent after the 15th. A $25.00

creative arts activities. Our slogan is

late fee will be assessed to all

Hip Hop

“Just Danz!” That’s exactly what we

unpaid accounts on the 16th.

Kenneth Johnson

want the dancers of

Tuition is paid a month in
advance and based on enrolment not attendance.

Jazz & Contemporary
Akeem Harrison

There is an annual registration

Acro

fee of $50 assessed to families

Isaac Lias

DanzHouse to do,

“JUST DANZ!”

at time of registration.

DanzHouse

DanzHouse accepts cash, checks,

7277 Winchester Road , Memphis, TN 38125

Visa, and Master cards.

901.314.1158 and 901.620.7669
www.danzhouse.net

CLASSES
DanzHouse classes provide a nurturing environment that will enhance each student's creativity, adventure,
INDIVIDUAL CLASSES

and joy while building confidence, a strong sense of self, discovery of personal talents, and the foundation
needed to pursue a career in the dance industry.

BALLET I & II: Classes consist of traditional
barre and center work with emphasis on correct
alignment and placement. Students will develop
strong technique ad understanding of a univer-

CREATIVE MOVEMENT:

AGES: 2 - 4

sally dance vocabulary, as they increase
strength and flexibility. Pointe work is added as

Classes are designed to introduce children to all forms of

determined by teacher.

movement while encouraging creative ability, musicality,

LIVE

and coordination. Students are offered ballet, tap, and acroJAZZ: Classes focus on total freedom and ex-

batics.

pression with natural and technical movement.
The setup consists of warm-up combinations,

INTRO TO DANZ:

AGES: 5 - 6

isolations, floor progressions, and turns.
Classes introduce children to dance in a structured class
TAP: Classes concentrate on footwork and

setting, while introducing ballet positions and basic dance

rhythm while challenging coordination and

terminology. Tap and jazz are used to further develop body

correct placement.

awareness and promote large muscle development. Students
further advance their ballet, jazz, tap, and acrobatic skills.

HIP-HOP I & II: Classes are offered to keep up
with today's youth. Students are offered the
opportunity to express themselves through
rhythm and funk.
TUMBLING: Classes offer beginner, intermediate, and advanced training.

COMBO:

AGES: 7 - 10

Classes are more detail oriented, with a more in depth look
into the fundamentals of ballet. This class continues to build
upon their dance terminology, technique, flexibility and
footwork in both jazz and tap. Dancers are also encouraged
to develop there own style in this class.

LOVE

